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WHITE LABELLING

White Label (Not logged in) Theme (Logged in)

White labelling our Phishing Tackle platform takes the platform to a new customer
experience level.

By adding your logos, images and colours will allow you to provide a fully
cohesive own-branded experience - as far as your end-users are concerned, the platform comes 
from you and looks like your product and brand.

You will continue to benefit from the continued, and market-leading, development of 
new tools and features.

CONCEPT
The Phishing Tackle platform has two levels of branding and these are called 
“Theme” and “White Labelling”.

The “White Labelling” applies BEFORE the user is logged in. In order for the platform to identify the 
correct white labelling attributes, a distinct URL must be used eg. https://training.yourorg.com. The 
white labelling includes, for example, main background wallpaper and logo on login page, CNAME 
information for the URL and default addresses for platform emails. It also allows you to specify 
which login methods are available to your users (e.g., in the image below only Microsoft Single 
sign-on is available).

The “Theme” is applied AFTER the user has logged in and refers to the “look-and-feel” of the 
platform. This includes, for example, colours of menus and logo images.
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The following areas allow for Theming:

Expanded menu logo/image

Collapsed menu logo/image

Side menu background, headings and text colours 

Top Bar background, text and link colours

Help button customisation

Drop-down profile menu customisaion

The process to fully customise the Phishing Tackle experience starts with creating your
own Theme. This is an easy process using the built-in customisation and image upload
tools found within the platform.

This Theme can then be applied to the internal aspect (once they are logged in) of the platform for users, 
allowing them a seamless branded experience.

White Labelling allows you to customise the external 

aspect of the platform (ie. before the user has 

logged in) based on your organisation’s brand 

guidelines. You can also customise training 

completion certificates, training thumbnails and 

various other aspects of the user experience. 

The following areas allow for White Labelling:

Platform URL (e.g. https://training.yourorg.com) 

Sender / Reply email addresses for platform emails
(e.g. Signup / Forgotten password email)

Favicon image (the small image that appears in the
browser tab)

Perimeter pages (eg. Sign-in page) wallpaper

Perimeter pages (eg. Sign-in page) logo

Terms and Policies link

Help button visibility

Chat button visibility

Login method visibility

Custom SSL certificate

Custom SSL certificate DNS SPF record entry

Simulated Phishing Email Authority Header Identifier
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